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Abstract— Interactive Intranet Portal for effective management in Tertiary Institution is an enhanced and interactive method of managing and processing key issues in Tertiary Institution. Problems of result processing, tuition fee payment, library resources management are analyzed in this work. An interface was generated to handle this problem; the software is an interactive one. Several modules are involved in the paper, like: LIBRARY CONSOLE, ADMIN, STAFF, COURSE REGISTRATION, CHECKING OF RESULTS and E-NEWS modules. The server computer shall run the portal as well as OPEN SOURCE Apache Web Server, MySQL Community Edition RDBMS and PHP engine and shall be accessible by client computers on the intranet via thin-client browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. It shall be accessible through a well-secured authentication system. This Project will be developed using OPEN SOURCE technologies such XAMMP developed from WAMP (Windows Apache MySQL and PHP)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive intranet portal for effective management in tertiary institution seeks to address the Problems arising from result processing, tuition fee payment, library resources management are analyzed in this work. An interface was generated to handle this problem, the software is an interactive one. An intranet is a network inside an organization that uses internet technologies (such as web browsers and servers, TCP/IP networks protocols, HTML hyper media document publishing and databases, etc) to provide an intranet-like environment with the organization for information sharing, communications, collaboration, and the support of business processes. An intranet is protected by security measures such as passwords, encryption, and firewalls, and thus can be accessed by authorized users through the intranet. Secure intranets are now the fastest-growing segment of the internet because they are less expensive to build and manage than private networks based on proprietary protocols.

Internets appeared in the mid-1990s and were perceived as the answer to the need for the integration of existing information systems into organizations. Despite the fact that has been extensive research regarding implementation, development processes, policies, standardization vs. creativity and so forth, the potentiality of intranets has not been fully exploited. Intranets offer many advantages in the form of working networks that support and enables empowered employees to participate in the development of the organization, to enable the measurement of essential functions and to monitor industries conditions and find suitable functions that support doing work.[1]

II. BACKGROUND

On our Institution like many other universities there is an intense need for communication and co-operation between the administrative staff and department. This is because most of the department resources like student course registration, Result management, staff management and student management have to be managed partly by one or the other group, different resources for different reasons.

III. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to develop an intranet portal software that will adequately manage records

A. Benefits
1. Enable the library to keep inventory of all books
2. Keep track of borrowed books
3. Save information of all student id cards
4. Show student detail and books borrowed by these students
5. Provide easy collation of students information for clearance
6. Connect with oxford university library for additional materials
7. Web based access for e-books, papers, journals and students projects which promote Auchi Polytechnic worldwide via the internet.
8. Access journals and papers from Oxford University press.
9. A computerized easy and fast clearance process in the library

B. Justification
- Need for efficient, effective and adequate management of students records[2]
Need for adequate protection and security of vital information
Providing academics the ability to manage and communicate more effectively with students data.
Helping academics spend less time on processing students data
Need for easy and past means of information dissemination within the department

IV. METHODOLOGY

Being a web-based portal, first the web development is determined using an open sources platform that will be more flexible and have lower cost due to free licensing.

Dreamweaver: This is a unique tool expressly designed for the development and optimization of web pages. All the coding in this project is done in the code view of the Dreamweaver.

Hypertext preprocessor (PHP): PHP is the web development language written by and for web developers. PHP is a server-side scripting language, which can be embedded in the HTML. In this project PHP is used to write all the forms script codes which made the software very interactive and more dynamic.

MYSQL: This is an open source, SQL Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) that is free for many uses. MYSQL is used for database management in this project.

V. CORPORATE PORTAL DEFINITIONS

Figure 1 show a block diagram describing various stages in the portal, a portal was referred to as search engine, whose main goal was to facilitate access to information contained in documents spread throughout internet. Initially, search engines enabled internet users to locate documents with the use of Boolean operators or associative links between web pages. To reduce even more the searching time and to help inexperienced users, some search engines have included categories, that is, they started to filter sites and sports, metrology, tourism, finance, news, culture etc. The succeeding steps were the integration of other functions, such as virtual communities and real time chats; the ability to personalize search engine interfaces (my yahoo, my Excite, etc); and to access specialized and commercial contents. This new concept of search engine is now called a portal.

VI. MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF A CORPORATE PORTAL

Since corporate portals integrate some well-know technologies, such as intelligence business tools, document management, office automation, groupware, data warehouse, and intranet, some suppliers of products on these areas have also positioned themselves as corporate portal vendors. At the same time, small companies have viewed the great market opportunity of corporate portals and have announced new portal products. Besides, some big computers companies have established technical and/or commercial alliance to provide joint solutions and to suit specific needs of their customers. Therefore, the solution of a particular corporate portal, amongst all products available on the market today, is not an easy task. These are some of the characteristics of corporate portal.

The ability to manage the information life cycle, establishing storage hierarchical levels and discarding necessary
The ability to locate experts in the organization, in accordance with the type of knowledge demanded for a particular task

The ability to satisfy the information needs of all types of corporate users.

The possibility of information exchange among customers, employees, suppliers and resellers, providing an information infrastructure suitable for electronic commerce.

Conclusively, corporate portals, whose “ancestors” are the decision support and the management information systems, are the next step into modern design of user interfaces to corporate information. Adapting the enterprise environment to suit users’ needs and optimize the interaction, distribution and management of internal and external information resources the corporate portal allow users to access corporate information in an easier and customized way, resulting, the theoretically, in reduced costs, increased, productivity and competitiveness.

VII. SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

A. Top-Down Design

In top-down design, the system is designed in such a way that all necessary steps needed for the realization of the design will be followed promptly starting from the known to the unknown. The first stage is the approval of the project topic/title followed by the necessary information/data gathering required for the design stage. Next is the designing stage that is the main part of the work followed by the implementation of the design work where all the required components are being applied. The testing stage where the implemented works are tested in order to determine the output of the system.[3]

B. Benefits

- To save time and reduce the stress involved in student’s result processing;
- To facilitate student’s result processing activities with the aid of a program to give rise to effective production of student’s results with fewer human errors;
- To handle large volumes of results processing;
- To aid the management in the providing results data in time.
- To design a computerized result processing system that will minimize the amount of manual input needed in student result processing.

Such a system would help the polytechnic system in becoming more computer-friendly and technologically-inclined as staff and students could make use of it and benefit more from its numerous objectives and advantages.

Figure 2 and figure 3 shows Flow chart of student course registration Module and Flow chart of Admin module. The flow diagram represents the stages and sequence this world pass through.

VIII. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The first point to mention is the users of the system. Different user can use the portal. The system will be analyzed in the following [4]

- **Admin Module**: The admin module has interface that allow the administrator to login into the system and have over roll control of the system. The Admin has to create login ID and password.
IX. STUDENT COURSE REGISTRATION MODULE

This module has interface that allows students to register their courses. A new student who has not registered at all has to go through student account signup and obtain user name and password before being able to enroll to the program and select courses. In the signup step, the student is asked to fill his profile information such as his first name, last name, middle name, registration number, and gender, date of birth, email address, permanent address, phone number and educational level. The student has to login with the user ID and password obtained from signup account. The logic flow in the student course registration is represented below. [6]

X. RESULT MODULE

This module has interface that allow students to login into the system, using their registration number and password. New users have to signup an account that will enable them to log in and access their result. The system uses the registration number to query the database in order to retrieve the result pointing to the registration number. The logic flow in the result module is represented below.

XI. DATABASE DESIGN

The database is the long-term memory of the web database application. Relational database management system (RDBMS) was considered during the design of this database. The database structures have tables and their relationships are defined. The databases have eight (8) tables and they are related with primary and foreign keys.[7]

1) Course table
2) Course level table
3) Exam table
4) Student table
5) Staff table
6) Semester table
7) Session table
8) Year table
9) Result table

XII. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system implementation was done using open source software XAMMP developed from WAMP (Window Apache, MYSQL and PHP) and integrating it with macromedia Dreamweaver installed on computer. The following and done for the implementation.[8],[9]
Figure 5 Proposed interface for Auchi library Management

Figure 6 (SCREEN SHOT) APPLICANT STATISTICS 1

Figure 7(a) (SCREEN SHOT) APPLICANT STATISTICS 2

Figure 7(b) (SCREEN SHOT) APPLICANT STATISTICS 3

Figure 8 Staff module login interface

Figure 9 Student course Registration interface
XIII. SUB MODULES IMPLEMENTATION

A. Admin Module

The following are done on implementation. Admin Area was created and it has the following features:

1) Customize semester courses
2) Enter student Exam scores
3) Enter student Record
4) Check student result
5) View students record
6) Logout
7) Back to Index page
8) Assign login details to staff

B. Staff Module

The following are done on implementation:

1) Obtain login ID and password from admin
2) Staff Area was created and it has the following features,

```
Browser ----|----------| Web server
            Request
```

Figure 11 Student Sign up Block interface [13,14]

A. Student course registration

The following are done on implementation:

1) Student course registration as shown in figure. 10 have two sub modules was created which account is stored in the signup database table.

a) Existing Account Holder
b) New student signup here was created and the data account is stored in the signup database table.

XIV. AUCHI POLYTECNIC WEB BASED ADMISSION PROCESSING CENTER

The system will help speed up admission processing within 24hr. The proposed system will automatically categorize every applicant within their various choices and arrange them according to their performance (Jamb Score) in an ascending order. More explanation can be provided if requested. [8]

A. Student course registration

The following are done on implementation:

1) Student course registration as shown in figure. 10 have two sub modules was created which account is stored in the signup database table.

a) Existing Account Holder
b) New student signup here was created and the data account is stored in the signup database table.

XV. DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the database is carried out on MYSQL 5.0 DB sever engine. The data retrieval is analyzed in the implementation phase. The basic operation of a web server is in fig 13 and 14.

A communication link is required between them. A web browser makes a request of the server. The servers send back a response. The web database implementation in this project follow a general web database structure as shown.

The basic web database architecture consists of the web browser, webservers, scripting engine and database server.

The following stages are involved in data retrieval from the database:

1) A user’s web browser issues an HTTP request for a particular web page
2) The web server receives the request for the page, retrieves the files, and passes it to the PHP engine for processing
3) The PHP engine begins parsing the script. Inside the script is command to connect to the database and execute a query. PHP opens a connection to the MYSQL server and sends on the appropriate query.
4) The MYSQL server receives the database query, processes it and sends the results back to the PHP engine the database as shown below.
A. **Database entity relationship model**

This is the relationship model in MYSQL database as shown in the figure 15

  a) **Creating Database table**

All the database tables in my design was created in MYSQL by writing the SQL requires save in the root of my web server called SQL.Main. Proper SQL command was used to insert it into

XVI. **SYSTEM TESTING AND EVALUATION**

A. **Test Plan**

In testing this work, one should adopt, first the bottom-up approach to test the various modules before finally testing the complete system with the control program as was done in this work.

Furthermore, ones main concerned was the fact that the system should meets its functional and requirements.

B. **Testing the Admin Module Interface**

The module was really tested with the xampp server user Interface in figure 16. The admin was tested with the valid login ID and password that allow the admin into database and the admin area was display on the interface.

C. **Testing the Staff Module Interface**

This module was really tested with the xampp server user interface. The login ID and password obtained from admin was used to test the staff module and it was successful

D. **Testing the Student Course Registration Module Interface**

This module was really tested with the xampp server user interface. The module was tested with the login ID and password obtained by student signup account. It interacted with the database

E. **Testing the Check Result Module Interface**

This module was really tested with the xampp server user interface.

The module was also tested with the login and password obtained from student check result signup account. The testing was successful.

F. **Software Testing and Debugging**

The program development was carried out in modules using dreamweaver8.0 connected to xampp server containing Apache, MYSQL and PHP. The first task was to write all the PHP codes in Dreamweaver and save it in root of my server. Next was to check if the Apache server is running which acts as the web server and if it connected to MYSQL database.

Finally, all the modules were linked into the database to check if they are all running.

XVII. **ACTUAL VS EXPECTED RESULTS**

During random testing of all the modules some errors came up and I discovered that it was not inserting data into the database.
TABLE 1. ACTUAL RESULT VS. EXPECTED RESULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTUAL RESULT</th>
<th>EXPECTED RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It does not insert data into the</td>
<td>Expected to insert data into the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>database.</td>
<td>database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could not execute SQL queries.</td>
<td>It is supposed to execute SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>queries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure. 16 Database tables interface

XVIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the Results did not meet the actual design of this project. It is expected that the project can be continued upon after the defense to meet the required design of this project.

The proliferation of digital information resources and electronic databases challenges libraries and demands that libraries develop new mechanisms to facilitate and better inform user selection of electronic databases and search tools. [11,12]

XIX. CONCLUSION

The fundamental idea of intranet portal-based designs is to reduce the amount of time spent in data processing. Companies and organizations with intranet portal have attracted much stock market investors interest because portals are viewed as able to command a large audience.

Finally, intranet portal bring vast information and services resources available from many sources to many users within the same organization in an effective manner.
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